Analyzing short-interval-traffic behaviors is important for network performance management to realize high quality multimedia applications. However, it is difficult to measure short-interval-traffic volumes because there are complications in collecting short-interval-traffic data from routers. An example is a heavy load on routers or inaccurate measurement by the short-polling interval; it even demands expensive measurement tools. To resolve these disadvantages, an estimating method of short-interval-traffic distribution (EMSIT) has been proposed. This method estimates short-interval-traffic distributions using MIB (Management Information Base) data, which collects traffic volumes in cycles of several minutes. In this paper, we propose a new estimation method (EMSIT-LD) based on EMSIT, which applies to the case of long-term-traffic dynamics. We evaluate it using computer simulations and actual traffic data.
plemented and a large number of network quality measuring projects have been launched [1] - [4] . Network administrators choose them according to the network traffic to be measured. For example, we choose passive measurement tools when measuring long-term-traffic dynamics or their correlations at a local point on networks. On the other hand, we choose active measurement tools when measuring an available bandwidth or RTT on an End-to-End path. In case we observe network traffic continuously, we should use traffic measurement tools that are easier and less expensive operate. A network traffic measurement method with MIB (Management Information Base) on a router satisfies these requirements. It outputs the throughputs every unit-time with a SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) [5] .
The World Wide Web (WWW) generates an evergrowing proportion of traffic on the Internet, and network quality intervals of a few seconds, such as 8 s, is important for the Web, because such a short interval corresponds to the time taken to display an entire Web page on a screen. Thus, measuring traffic dynamics periods of a few seconds is an important aspect of network performance management. If the traffic distribution in a few seconds were measured, network administrators could manage network qualities at the α% point of its distribution (such as the 80% point), where we define traffic distribution in a few seconds as traffic distribution which is calculated by traffic data measured in cycles of a few seconds. In other words, the administrators could determine "the worst-case quality" represented by the tail of the traffic distribution. Thus, in this paper, we treat an order of a second as a "Short interval."
The target for network management in this paper is to observe short-interval traffic distribution of the minute-level order interval in the steady state, such as 20 min, and to operate network resources to allocate appropriately in an order of more than just minutes. Examples of these operations are shown below.
(1) Link capacity planning (2) Accommodation planning of access links to backbone links (3) Planning of L2 path routing (4) Network information disclosure to users Most conventional methods and tools have shortcomings in measuring short-interval traffic volumes [9] . For example, using a MIB (Management Information Base) and SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) [5] , [7] , [8] with a short-polling-interval imposes a heavy load on a router, and these measurements may be inaccurate. Furthermore, probe hardware devices [6] , protocol analyzers, and PCs can also collect many types of traffic information, but they are expensive, especially for high-speed links. To make matters worse, simultaneous measurements of many links require many such expensive devices.
To resolve these difficulties, an estimating method of a short-interval-traffic distribution (such as traffic distribution during a few seconds) has been proposed which we hereafter call EMSIT(an Estimating Method of Short-Interval-Traffic distribution) [9] . It imposes a lighter load on a router than actual short-interval measurement since EMSIT estimates a short-interval traffic distribution only with MIB data, which are measured in cycles of a few minutes (Fig. 1) [11] . It is easy to operate EMSIT because it requires only MIB and SNMP, which are already implemented on routers, and does not require any particularly expensive devices.
Unfortunately, however, EMSIT performance deteriorates under conditions where the network traffic has a longterm-traffic dynamics [12] . We define long-term-traffic dynamics (such as the traffic dynamics during a few minutes) as fluctuations of average traffic volumes over a period of a few hours. The change of traffic at daytime and night is the one example. Moreover, in the long-term-traffic dynamics, there exists average traffic volume between "an estimation section † " (term to be estimated such as 20 min) and "a measurement section" (whole measured term) without the estimation section. Moreover, when long-term-traffic dynamic exists, the difference of the average traffic volume in the estimation section to that of the measurement section without the estimation section is greater than the threshold β.
To overcome the disadvantage of EMSIT, we propose a suitable traffic estimation method, called EMSIT-LD (an Estimating Method of Short-Interval-Traffic distribution considering Long-term-traffic Dynamics), for long-term-traffic dynamics. EMSIT-LD estimates current short-intervaltraffic distribution using traffic trends measured over the previous couple of hours. We think that the required accuracy depends on both the content of these operations and management policy of operators. Thus, in general, it is difficult to judge whether it is possible to allow the level of error given by EMSIT or EMSIT-LD. In many cases, we believe that EMSIT-LD is better than EMSIT because the amount of required measurement data and the complexity of their procedures are the same.
EMSIT-Basic Method
In general, there exist parametric and non-parametric approaches to estimate the probability distribution function [13] . The parametric approach can easily be applied to estimate a distribution, though it requires a priori information of the specification of the distribution. The non-parametric approach can estimate without a priori information, though it may require many parameters and it may become difficult to handle the model. EMSIT (and also EMSIT-LD proposed in this paper) is a parametric approach and the distribution to be estimated is assumed a normal distribution.
Next, we review the basic method of EMSIT. The goal is to estimate the distribution of the average traffic volume
). Using SNMP, we obtain historical data on average traffic volumes X (m 1 ) (n)(n = 1, 2, · · · , m 2 k) during interval m 1 T (m 1 > 0) from MIB on a router. This estimation method, EMSIT, is applied after the server has gathered the traffic information from MIB using SNMP.
EMSIT procedure
Step 1 : Calculate sample averagex and sample variance σ
Step 2 : Calculate variance σ (1)
Step 4 : Set the distribution of X (1) (n) as the normal distribution with averagex and variance σ 2 (1) . In Step 3, assuming (2) to be available, (1) can be easily derived from (2).
where θ is a constant and 0 < θ ≤ 1. Equation (2) represents the relationship among different traffic statistics X (M) (M = 1, 2, . . .), and we assume X (M) (n) to be a stationary random process [15] , [16] .
For intervals shorter than RTT, (2) has not been observed [18] .
When Eq. (2) exists and 0 < θ < 1, process X (1) (n) is called exactly second-order self-similar with Hurst parameter H (the value of H gives the degree of self-similarity and is expressed as H = 1 − θ/2) [14] . The most striking feature of self-similarity is that the correlation structures of the process do not degenerate as M → ∞, unlike those of the † "Estimation section" and "measurement section" are described in detail in Sect. 3. traditional Markovian models (θ = 1), which all do. Selfsimilarity has been observed in traffic measurement in actual networks (e.g., [15] ). Those conventional works mainly focused on the existence of self-similarity in traffic or on a method of calculating H. They showed that Internet traffic has self-similarity and that Eq. (2) empirically exists.
In
Step 4, the traffic distribution of X (1) (n) is assumed to be a normal distribution because the central limited theorem applies to the case in which many flows are multiplexed and independent of each other. This assumption is particularly reasonable in backbone links [19] .
EMSIT-LD-Our Proposal
The conventional method, EMSIT, has been used only on steady traffic conditions. If traffic has long-term dynamics, we have no idea what the estimation result with EMSIT will be. This is because EMSIT does not always satisfy (2) when estimating traffic distribution in the long-term-traffic dynamics zone. We demonstrate the unavailability of EM-SIT under the condition of long-term-traffic dynamics in the next section. In this section, we propose the new estimation method EMSIT-LD that takes into account long-term-traffic dynamics.
In Fig. 2 , this method estimates the distribution during time interval of the "estimation section"(e.g. 20 min) using the "measurement section"(e.g. 2 hrs). The time interval of the estimation section should be determined according to network management policy (e.g. 30 min), and it is determined by positive integer parameter p. The estimation section shifts every m 1 T (from j-th estimation section to j+1-th estimation section). We explain the details of the estimation procedure as follows.
EMSIT-LD procedure
Step 1 : Calculate the variance σ (Fig. 2) . Then, calculate the slope s of the regression line l on the Variance Time Plots (Fig. 3) .
Step 2 : Divide the measurement section into p subsections, and calculate the average
of the traffic X (m 1 ) (n) in each sub-section. Next, calculate the difference between the maximum µ max and the minimum µ min of µ i . If the difference is smaller than the threshold β (µ max − µ min ≤ β), substitute the slope s to u; otherwise, do not, where u is a real number.
Step 3 : Calculate the averageμ and the varianceσ Step 4 : Estimate the T -interval traffic distribution as the normal distribution of the averageμ and the variancê σ (Fig. 2) .
Step 1 calculates slope s of the regression line l for the measurement section just like original the EMSIT. In Step 2, EMSIT-LD divides the measurement section into several sections (such as 12 sections) using parameter p, and compares the traffic averages in each section. The parameter p determines the interval time to calculate the traffic average, and p and q can be determined independently. If the difference between the maximum and minimum average traffic is smaller than the threshold β, EMSIT-LD judges that the measurement section is in the steady traffic state and uses u calculated in the current routine. On the other hand, if the difference is larger than the threshold β, EMSIT-LD judges that the measurement section is in the dynamic traffic state and uses u in its memory that was calculated in the last period of steady traffic.
Step 3 estimates the variance of the estimated distribution using slope u, which was calculated in Steps 1 or 2, and Step 4 specifies the traffic distribution during the estimation section.
Step 5 shifts the estimation section.
The measurement section requires some time (such as a couple of hours) because EMSIT(-LD) secures enough samples to draw the regression line l on the Variance Time Plots. In the case where the measurement and estimation sections are 2 hours and 20 minutes, respectively, and m 1 m 2 T = 600 (that is, the 10-min variance calculation cycle), the measure-ment section provides 12 samples, whereas the estimation section provides only two samples to calculate the variance σ 2 (m 1 m 2 ) of the traffic X (m 1 m 2 ) (n). To overcome this problem, in Step 3, assuming that the regression line l in the measurement section and the regression linel in the estimation section have the same trend, we parallel-shift the regression line l in order to draw the regression linel.
EMSIT cannot estimate correct traffic distribution when estimating during the long-term-traffic dynamics zone because it does not always satisfy Eq. (2) and cannot provide the correct regression line l. On the other hand, our proposed method EMSIT-LD can estimate correct traffic distribution regardless of long-term-traffic dynamics because EMSIT-LD estimates traffic distribution using the past regression line l, which has been obtained in the past steady traffic states. The disadvantage of EMSIT and the advantage of EMSIT-LD are confirmed numerically in the next section.
Simulations

Simulation Model
Figure 4 outlines our simulation model, on which network conditions are implemented. Simulation models used in our paper are based on models in conventional studies [20] , [21] . There are 150 clients at the ends of the network, and each client has its own access link.
We use ns-2 as the network simulator, and evaluate EMSIT and EMSIT-LD in the cases below.
Simulation 1 (S1):
Each client requests 100-kbyte files on average, which are represented by an exponential distribution. Traffic volume increases after 150 min have passed. Figure 5 illustrates traffic volume per 1-min Our four models are characterized by distribution of transferred file size, RTT setting, and tendency for traffic to increase. The two former are used in conventional studies as well, while the latter one is originally introduced in this paper. For the two former ones, these models are set to evaluate diverse traffic conditions. Thus, individual models have no special meaning for EMSIT and EMSIT-LD. The latter one, however, the tendency for traffic to increase, simulates actual traffic dynamics.
In (S1), (S2), (S3), and (S4), tendencies for traffic to increase were changed by a change in the average inter-arrival time of the TCP connection for every client. Tendency for traffic to increase in (S1), (S2), and (S4) simulated actual traffic dynamics in the time zone from night to day. The average traffic volume increased every 5 min, and the average amount of traffic finally increased by up to six times. Tendency for traffic to increase in (S3) simulated temporal traffic concentration such as a DDoS attack. The average traffic was set to ten times only for a specific 5-min interval.
The parameters of EMSIT(-LD) are set to T = 10, k = 12, m 1 = 6, m 2 = 10, p = 12, q = 6. The parameter β is set to 0.25 Mbps (the value was determined in trial experiment). These parameters indicate that our estimating target is traffic behavior during a 10 sec period (T = 10), the measurement section is 2 hrs (7,200 sec: m 1 m 2 kT = 7, 200), and the estimation section is 20 min (q = 6). The value of short interval T value was determined because second-order quality is significant for many applications. Parameter m 1 was set based on a general MIB polling interval, and Parameter q was set as a least number to calculate variance for traffic data obtained from MIB during an estimation section. For parameters m 2 and k, we set these values based on results of the trial experiments, and we confirmed that their values did not strongly influence the performance of EMSIT-LD. Furthermore, EMSIT(-LD) obtains the MIB data every 1 min (m 1 T = 60) and calculates the variance during 1-min and 10-min intervals (m 1 T = 60, m 1 m 2 T = 600). The difference of the average traffic volumes in the 12 sub-sections (p = 12) in the measurement section informs us whether or not long-term traffic dynamics would occur.
Simulation Result
We compare the performances of EMSIT and EMSIT-LD in the (S1)-(S4) situations we mentioned above.
Figures 6, 9, 12 and 15 illustrate the actual (logarithm) variance dynamics calculated by measured data and the those estimated by each estimating method, around the long-term-traffic dynamics zone in each simulation. In the conventional method EMSIT, we regard the estimated variances inside the whole measurement section as the one in the estimation section in Fig. 2 , because EMSIT does not define its estimation section.
In those figures, estimated variances by EMSIT-LD follow actual variances, though estimated ones by EMSIT do not do so in the long-term-traffic dynamics zone. Particularly, in Fig. 12 , estimated variances by EMSIT-LD also follow actual variances; however, EMSIT continuously outputs irrelevant variances as long as several-hundred minutes.
Figures 6, 9, and 15 show that accuracies of the estimated variances by EMSIT-LD are essentially similar. That is, distribution types of file size and the difference of RTT do not affect the performance of EMSIT(-LD). Moreover, these figures show that estimated variances by EMSIT are smaller than those by EMSIT-LD during period when traffic trends to increase. This is because the long-term dynamics is relatively larger than short-term dynamics and that the slope u of the regression line in EMSIT becomes small. From the viewpoint of network performance management, high traffic probability may be underestimated in period when traffic trends to increase, thus EMSIT-LD is superior to EMSIT.
Figures 7, 10, 13 and 16 illustrate the actual traffic distribution and distributions calculated by each estimated variance and measured average, where they are calculated at the 185-min (S1), 195-min (S2), 200-min (S3) and 180-min (S4) marks. In those figures, the estimated traffic distribution by EMSIT-LD closely estimates the actual one, particularly at higher throughputs. On the other hand, the estimated traffic distribution by EMSIT is widely separated from the actual one, particularly in Fig. 13 . Figure 12 shows that estimated variances by EMSIT did not follow actual variances in the case of temporal traffic increasing. This is because EMSIT uses all the measured data during a measurement section to estimate variance σ 2 . Both temporal traffic dynamics and the measurement section's length affect the estimated variance for a long time. On the other hand, EMSIT-LD uses all the measured data during the measurement section only to calculate the slope u of the regression line l. Therefore, temporal traffic dynamics affects the estimated variance only for the estimation section. 
Numerical Examples
We compare performances of EMSIT and EMSIT-LD with actual measured traffic data. The measured link was used as the main external connection line (6 Mbps) between the LANs in the R&D center of a certain company and the Internet. Applications used in the link consist of mainly WWW, e-mail, and FTP. P2P applications were not used. Moreover, the LANs comprised more than a thousand PCs. The measurements were conducted for downlink from the Internet during the daytime on a weekday. The daytime traffic increased in the morning and decreased in the evening. In Fig. 17 , the traffic has a light load from 0 min to 500 min, then a heavy load after 500 min. We set estimation parameters as follows, T = 10, k = 12, m 1 = 6, m 2 = 10, p = 12, q = 6. These parameters are same as the simulation ones we evaluated above. Figure 18 illustrates estimated and measured (logarithm) variance dynamics, where each point is sampled in a 20-min cycle. Estimated variances by EMSIT-LD follow the dynamics of measured variances; however, estimated variances by EMSIT do not follow them.
Figures 19 and 20 illustrate comparisons of estimated and measured distributions at the 515-min and the 920-min marks in Fig. 17 . The 515-min mark is in the midst of the traffic dynamics, while the 920-min mark is in steady traffic after the traffic dynamics. In Fig. 19 , only EMSIT produces a dissimilar distribution to the measured one. On the other hand, in Fig. 20 , both methods produce similar distributions to the measured one except for the range between 2 and 3 Mbps.
These results (including the simulation ones) indicate that EMSIT estimates incorrect distributions in the traffic dynamics zone and possible distributions after the traffic dynamics zone, whereas EMSIT-LD always estimates almostcorrect ones regardless of traffic dynamics.
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method under various values of threshold parameter β in
Step 2 of EMSIT-LD, because parameter's setting may af- fect the accuracy of the proposed method. Here, we define the error ratio R e as follows,
where σ 2 (1) is an actual traffic variance for interval T , and σ 2 (1) is an estimated variance for T . Figure 21 shows error ratios when β was varied in the case of Fig. 17 . Each error ratio in this figure is the average error ratio for the whole estimation section. This result shows that the presence of an appropriate β value and a small β value does not lead to accurate estimation. Figure 21 shows that the optimal value of the threshold β exists near 0.8 Mbps for that case. When β is smaller than the optimal value, the error ratio greatly deteriorates. In many these cases, "a long-term-traffic dynamics" was detected and past traffic measurement data were used to estimate the distribution. On the other hand, when β is larger than the optimal value, the error ratio deteriorates only a little.
We propose an approach to determine β by using actual short-interval measurement data for each link. For example, we measure short-interval measurement data only for one day, and set the parameter β using these data for after that. We can measure actual short-interval measurement data for many links by equipping a different link with the same device every day. In this approach, probe devices for every link in the wide-area network to measure short-interval data are not necessary, and we can determine value of the parameter β using only a small number of probe devises.
Conclusion
We proposed an estimation method of short-intervaltraffic distributions considering long-term-traffic dynamics (EMSIT-LD) for QoS network management of multimedia applications. This method estimates the current shortinterval traffic distribution using traffic trends of the previous several hours, which are obtained from the previous steady traffic states. EMSIT-LD enables us to estimate the traffic distribution in a long-term-traffic dynamics zone, which was impossible for the conventional estimating method, EMSIT. According to some of the simulation result and numerical examples, the EMSIT-LD successfully demonstrated its performance.
Some research problems remain concerning the proposed method. The parameter-setting method should be discussed more deeply. EMSIT-LD requires some parameters such as q, β and so on. Furthermore, the value of T and an interval time for the estimation section depend on the network management policy. We should discuss this policy from the perspective of application-level quality. On the other hand, β and q may be not related to the policy, therefore, we also need to examine a parameter-setting method from the viewpoint of estimation performance. We think investigating using actual traffic data for parameter setting will be useful. Moreover, EMSIT-LD should be evaluated under various network and traffic conditions. To improve the EMSIT-LD, we need to investigate how to integrate it with other statistical methods such as time-series analysis.
